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Abstract

We propose and evaluate a framework to test the functional

correctness of coarse-grained reconfigurable array (CGRA)

processors for pre-silicon verification and post-silicon valida-

tion. To reflect the reconfigurable nature of CGRAs, an archi-

tectural model of the system under test is built directly from

the hardware description files. A guided place-and-routing

algorithm is used to map operations and operands onto the

heterogeneous processing elements (PE). Test coverage is

maximized by favoring unexercised parts of the architec-

ture. Requiring no explicit knowledge about the semantics

of operations, the random test program generator (RTPG)

framework seamlessly supports custom ISA extensions.

The proposed framework is applied to the Samsung Recon-

figurable Processor, a modulo-scheduled CGRA integrated

in smartphones, cameras, printers, and smart TVs. Experi-

ments demonstrate that the RTPG is versatile, efficient, and

quickly achieves a high coverage. In addition to detecting all

randomly inserted faults, the generated test programs also

exposed two yet unknown actual faults in the architecture.

CCS Concepts · Hardware→ Functional verification;

Post-manufacture validation and debug; · Computer

systems organization→ Embedded systems;

Keywords Coarse-grained reconfigurable array; random
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1 Introduction

Coarse-grained reconfigurable array (CGRA) processors

have recently been proposed and adopted in computation-

intensive mobile systems such as smartphones, cameras,

printers, or smart TVs [13, 17, 18, 27]. CGRAs are attractive

because they offer programmatic flexibility while providing

large raw computation capabilities at a low energy con-

sumption and reduced development cost [21, 29]. CGRAs

operate in data-flow mode and are fully programmable.

They consist of an array of processing elements (PE)

and register files (RF) connected by an interconnection

network. In addition to the dynamic reconfigurability when

routing data through the on-chip network, several CGRA

implementations also offer design-time reconfigurability in

the number and functionality of the PEs, number and size of

the RFs, the style of the interconnection network, and even

domain-specific instructions, so-called intrinsics, through a

high-level textual hardware description [17, 21].

The reconfigurable nature of the hardware poses special

challenges for functional verification and validation. Exist-

ing formal methods proving functional correctness [6, 35]

are limited with respect to the wide range of reconfigurable

options. We adopt a compiler-based approach in which the

system under test (SUT) executes automatically generated

random test programs. The test programs are generated by a

random test program generator (RTPG) that produces a valid

sequence of instructions while adhering to hardware and

user-defined constraints [1]. Random test programs are pre-

ferred over compiled code because compiler-generated code

tends to contain regular code patterns that do not exercise

the full range of all possible valid execution combinations.

In contrast to RTPGs for conventional microprocessors

where input operands are encoded directly in the instruc-

tion in the form of register identifiers or immediate values,

an RTPG for CGRAs not only has to generate a valid in-

struction sequence for a large number of PEs but must also

ensure that the input operands to operations are routed cor-

rectly through the interconnection network. In addition, the

interconnection network with its many multiplexers and

connections needs to be tested to ensure functional verifica-

tion. We adapt an edge-centric modulo scheduling algorithm

used in commercial CGRA compilers [26] to achieve this.

Another requirement for the proposed RTPG is seamless

support for custom ISA extensions. Existing RTPGs [1, 12, 24]

require the semantics of every instruction to be defined in
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Figure 1. Example of a coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture.

an architecture description language (ADL). We take this

abstraction one level higher by only requiring the syntax

of the intrinsics but (with few exceptions) not their exact

semantics.

The proposed RTPG is evaluated in terms of coverage of

the generated test programs and by running the test pro-

grams on various CGRA instances of the Samsung Recon-

figurable Processor (SRP) [34]. The experiments show that

the proposed RTPG quickly achieves high coverage not only

in traditional measures (instruction coverage and register

file coverage) but especially also in exercising all possible

connection in the interconnection network. In the real-world

tests, the generated test programs detected all randomly in-

serted faults and uncovered two yet unknown errors in the

Verilog implementation of the CGRA.

In summary, the contributions of this work are as follows:

• we propose an RTPG for modulo-scheduled CGRAs

for pre-silicon verification and post-silicon validation.

• seamless support for custom ISA extensions by requir-

ing only the syntax but not the semantics of intrinsics.

• high coverage through adopting a modified edge-

centric scheduling algorithm.

• the effectiveness of the RTPG is demonstrated on the

SRP, an commercial CGRA.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces

CGRAs. Section 3 discusses the design and implementation

of the RTPG. The verification framework and test program

generation are discussed in Section 4; an evaluation using

the generated test programs is given in Section 5. Section 6

discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Arrays

CGRAs are low-power, high-performance accelerators typ-

ically used in embedded systems to provide image, video,

and audio processing [21]. This work considers CGRAs that

operate in data-flow mode, i.e., no changes in control flow

are possible during execution of a loop. To exploit the com-

puting power of the many processing elements, a software-

pipelining technique called modulo scheduling [30] is used.

This section first provides a general introduction to CGRAs,

then discusses the Samsung Reconfigurable Processor.

2.1 Architecture

The computational power of CGRAs is provided by a number

of processing elements (PE) capable of executing word-

level operations on scalar, vector, or floating point data. PEs

are often heterogeneous in their architecture and functional-

ity. Some PEs may only support operations with two input

operands and thus have two input operand ports, others

with three input operand ports can support three-operand

operations. Register files (RF) provide temporary and fast

storage of data values. Unlike traditional ISAs, immediate

operand values are not directly encoded in an instruction.

Instead, data values are routed from their producers to the

inputs of a PE. Constant values are generated by constant

units (CU). Figure 1 shows an example of a CGRA with

twelve PEs, five register files (labeled DRF/PRF), and two

CUs. Input operands and results of PEs are routed through

an interconnection network comprising physical connec-

tions (wires), multiplexers, and latches. The interconnection

network is typically sparse and irregular. Different networks

exist to carry the different data bit widths through the CGRA.

PEs often support predicated execution. A one-bit input
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predicate instructs the PE whether to execute the planned

operation or perform a no-operation (nop). Predicates are

generated by PEs and stored in predicate register files (PRF)

and routed to the PEs through a dedicated predicate inter-

connection network shown with dotted lines in Figure 1.

The configuration memory holds the execution plan of

the CGRA in configuration lines. A configuration line repre-

sents one cycle in the execution plan in decoded form.

2.2 Execution Model

CGRAs execute software-pipelineable loops kernels [16]. The

kernel of a loop is encoded as a number of configuration lines

and stored in the configuration memory. A special hardware

entity, the so-called loop stop signal, causes the array to exit

a loop when set to 1. Unlike conventional processors where

the instruction encoding directly specifies the input/output

operands in the form of register indices or immediate val-

ues, a CGRA instruction does not contain this information.

Instead, an operation executed on a certain PE at time t will

use whatever data is available at the PE’s input ports and

produce the result of the computation at the output port at

time t + lat , where lat represents the latency of the opera-

tion. If no data is available at an input port, the value of the

corresponding input operand and consequently the result of

the computation are undefined.

All components of the CGRA operate in lock-step, and

there is no control flow except loop control. A stall caused

by, for example, a memory access, causes the entire array to

stall. The hardware does not provide any hazard resolution

or out-of-order execution. Similar to VLIW architectures it is

the compiler’s responsibility to generate code that does not

cause any hazards. Since the timing is fixed, the exact timing

of a loop’s schedule can be computed at compile-time.

2.3 Reconfigurability and Programmability

CGRAs are both reconfigurable and programmable. By recon-

figurability we refer to the at-design time reconfigurability

of the array. Typically, CGRAs are defined by a very high-

level description of the architecture [21]. This high-level

definition allows, for example, to describe the number of PEs

and, for each PE, the number of input and output ports and

the supported operations. Register files can be defined and

configured in terms of the number of registers, the bitwidth,

and the number of read and write ports. The high-level de-

scription also defines the interconnection network of the

CGRA by declaring multiplexers, latches, and connections

between ports. Some CGRAs, including the SRP, support cus-

tom ISA extensions by specifying the instruction’s syntax in

textual form and its semantics by a piece of C code [21, 34].

The programmability of a CGRA, on the other hand,

refers to the execution plan, i.e., the specification what oper-

ations to execute on which PEs in which cycle. Other than

single-issue or VLIW processors, the routing of data values

through the interconnection network is also programmable

in a CGRA. This allows a compiler to forward data directly

from the output of one PE to the input of another PE with-

out saving the value in a register. CGRAs are typically so

complex that even simple loops cannot be mapped by hand

but require a modulo scheduler.

2.4 The Samsung Reconfigurable Processor

The SRP is a modulo-scheduled CGRA based on the ADRES

design [21]. Its high-level organization is stored in XML

format and allows the specification of the architecture, the

instruction set encoding, and custom ISA extensions. The

entire toolchain from the compiler, to functional and binary

simulators, down to the HDL generator read this information

and adapt to the SRP instance at hand. The SRP architecture

file defines the number and types of PEs, the register files,

constant units, and the interconnection network. Compo-

nents are assigned a bitwidth, allowing for the specification

of predicate, scalar, and vector data paths.

Figure 2 shows an excerpt of an SRP architecture file. The

description is split into two parts: resource definitions (lines

2ś34) and connections linking resources (lines 36ś40). In the

resource section, a register file named DRF is defined with 64

registers of width 32 bit. The RF has one write ports, wp0, and

two read ports (rp0/1). A processing element is declared by

defining its input/output ports (in/out for 32-bit data ports,

pred_in/out for 1-bit predicated execution and predicate

generation, respectively). The definition of a PE also lists all

supported operation groups. Line 27 shows the declaration

of a constant unit that is able to generate a 17-bit constant.

Finally, in lines 31ś33, the multiplexers are defined.

Three separate file defines syntax, semantics, and prop-

erties of operations. Syntax defines the number and types

of input and output operands plus an operation’s latency,

whereas semantics defines the effect of an operation. For

built-in general-purpose operations such as addition or sub-

traction, the semantics are implicitly given and do not need

to be defined. The properties of operations define, for exam-

ple, how memory addresses are computed from the input

operands and the alignment constraints of memory accesses.

Figure 3 gives short examples the contents of the three

files that define operations. Figure 3 (a) shows the syntax

definitions of three general purpose and one user-defined op-

eration. The syntax attribute specifies the type and number

of input and output operands. The class attribute contains

a list of property classes. Figure 3 (b) lists the semantics

of the user-defined operations CUSTOM_MIN in C. The other

operations are built-in operations recognized by the com-

piler/simulator toolchain and thus do not need to be defined.

Figure 3 (c), finally, shows the definition of the property

classes referred to in the operations’ syntax definitions. The

MEMORY property instructs the framework that a memory

address is computed by adding input operands 1 and 2. The

ALIGN2 property defines a constraint that requires memory

addresses to be a multiple of 2.
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1 <srp name="audio_4x4" architecture_version="1.0">

2 <resources>

3 <!-- register file definitions -->

4 <RF name="DRF" size="64" width="32">

5 <in name="wp0"/>

6 <out name="rp0"/>

7 <out name="rp1"/>

8 </RF>

9 ...

10

11 <!-- processing element definitions -->

12 <PE name="PE01">

13 <in name="pred_in" width="1"/>

14 <out name="pred_out" width="1"/>

15 <in name="in0" width="32"/>

16 <in name="in1" width="32"/>

17 <out name="out" width="32"/>

18 <opgroups>

19 <opgroup name="arith"/>

20 <opgroup name="shift"/>

21 ...

22 </opgroups>

23 <PE>

24 ...

25

26 <!-- constant unit definitions -->

27 <CU name="CU01" width="17"/>

28 ...

29

30 <!-- interconnection network: muxes -->

31 <MUX name="pe01_in0" delay="0" width="32"/>

32 <MUX name="pe01_in1" delay="0" width="32"/>

33 ...

34 </resources>

35

36 <connections>

37 <CON src="DRF" src_port="rp0" dst="pe01_in0"/>

38 <CON src="PE01" src_port="out" dst="pe02_in0"/>

39 ...

40 </connections>

41 </srp>

Figure 2. High-level architecture description.

The SRP architecture definition is supported by the en-

tire SRP toolchain (compiler, debuggers, simulators, and the

proposed RTPG). To compile an application for another ar-

chitecture, the programmer simply has select another archi-

tecture and recompile his applications to build the applica-

tion binary code, debuggers and simulators capable of de-

bugging/simulating the selected architecture. The proposed

RTPG also respects the architecture definition and generates

test programs for the selected architecture.

For the reminder of this work, we assume that the follow-

ing parameters of the CGRA architecture are reconfigurable:

• the number of PEs, RFs, and CUs in the CGRA

• for each PE: number and data width for each input and

output port and supported operations

• for each RF: number and data width of registers, num-

ber of read and write ports

• for each CU: the data width

• the interconnection network: muxes, latches, connec-

tions, and the data width of each component

• the ISA, including custom extensions

• the syntax of each operation

The following section describes the test program generation

process in detail.

1 <op name="ADD_SAT" latency="1"

2 class="ALU"

3 syntax="(int:32)= (int:32,int:32,int:32)"

4 />

5 <op name="I_TO_F" latency="3"

6 class="ALU"

7 syntax="(float:32)=(int:32)"

8 />

9 <op name="LD_U16" latency="4"

10 class="MEMORY,ALIGN2"

11 syntax="(uint:16)=(int:32,int:32)"

12 />

13 <op name="CUSTOM_MIN" latency="2"

14 class="ALU"

15 syntax="(int:32)=(int:32,int:32,int:32)"

16 />

17 ...

(a) Syntax declaration

1 int custom_min(int a, int b, int c) {

2 if (a < c) {

3 if (a < b) return a; else return b;

4 } else {

5 if (b < c) return b; else return c;

6 }

7 }

(b) Semantics of a custom operation

1 <class name="ALU"

2 />

3 <class name="MEMORY"

4 memory="src1+src2"

5 />

6 <class name="ALIGN2"

7 constrain="memory

8 />

9 ...

(c) Operation properties

Figure 3. Operation specification.

3 Test Program Generation

Traditional RTPGs [4, 11, 12, 23] are not well-suited to sup-

port CGRAs for a number of reasons: first, the vast majority

of test generators aim at single-issue microprocessors. Test

code can be structured as a arbitrarily long sequence of in-

structions. Modulo-scheduled CGRAs, on the other hand, are

loop accelerators and not suited to execute long sequences

of sequential code. Furthermore, scalar processors automati-

cally resolve hardware hazards by delaying/reordering op-

erations in the instruction stream; consequently, an RTPG

for such architectures does not need to consider hazards.

CGRAs do not provide hazard-resolution at the hardware

level. Instead, the compiler (or the RTPG) is responsible to

generate instruction sequences that are hazard-free.

Second, existing RTPGs require the semantics of every

operation of the ISA to be known in order to pre-compute

the outcome of the computation. Advanced features, such

as Genesys-Pro’s biased results [1], also necessitate the op-

eration’s semantics to be available. Existing frameworks for

CGRAs and RTPGs that support custom ISA extensions re-

quire that the semantics of custom operations are provided

in an ADL [8, 12]. The proposed framework only requires

an operation’s syntax and properties to be known (see Sec-

tion 2.4). The semantics of the operation are not necessary to
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generate the random test programs. This has the advantage

that architecture designers and application programmers can

easily extend the ISA and test the effect of custom operations

without requiring the knowledge of a hardware engineer.

Third, generating valid operation sequences for a CGRA

requires a more complex scheduler than one for single-issue

processors. One reason is the aforementioned lack of hard-

ware hazard resolution. In addition, the scheduler must not

only consider whether an operation can be scheduled on a PE

at a given time, but also make sure that the input operands

are correctly routed through the interconnection network

and arrive at the PE’s inputs at the correct time. An RTPG for

CGRAs thus has to model the hardware at a much more fine-

grained level than RTPGs for single-issue microprocessors.

Standard approaches such as CSP- or SAT-based solutions

cannot easily cope with the massive increase in complexity

and suffer from long test program generation times.

Fourth, a CGRA requires additional coverage metrics to

cover the interconnection network. Also, coverage metrics

used for traditional architectures may not be applicable to

CGRAs. Consider, for example, PE11 in Figure 1. PE11 is the

only PE that can execute the fcomp operation group. How-

ever, PE11 is not directly connected to the central data register

file DRF01. Instead, input 0 is connected to the local register

files DRF02 and DRF03, and input 2 is connected to the output

of PE07. To achieve full instruction coverage, operations be-

longing to the fcomp group must be scheduled on PE11 with

properly generated input operands in DRF02,03 and PU07.

To summarize, the requirements of an RTPG for CGRAs

are as follows:

1. the generated test program is hazard-free

2. data operands are routed through the network

3. all possible operations are executed on each PE

4. all possible routes through the interconnection net-

work are exercised

5. support for user-defined instructions

6. no knowledge of the semantics of operations is re-

quired, only their syntax and properties

Algorithm 1 Overview of test program generation

1: for t = 1 to time_limit do

2: for all PEs do

3: op = GetCandidateOperation(PE, t)

4: if CanPlace(PE,op, t) and

SearchRouteFromInputs(PE,op, t)

then

5: Place op on PE at t

6: Confirm routes for all inputs of op

7: else

8: Place nop on PE at t

9: end if

10: end for

11: end for

3.1 Test Generation Engine

At the core of the RTPG lies an edge-centric place-and-route

scheduler [25] that operates on a graph representation of the

architecture model [22]. The hardware entities are modeled

as shown in Figure 4. Grey boxes represent input/output

ports, edges represent connections. Ports for operation se-

lection, register address selection and mux control ports are

not shown. The latency of unlabeled connections is 0 cycles.

The number of input/output ports, the number of registers

in RFs, and the width of connections vary according to the

textual hardware description. Entities are connected through

edges representing the data and predicate networks.

Schedule generation is outlined in Algorithm 1. Opera-

tions are placed cycle-by-cycle, one PE at a time, until a

schedule of the desired length time_limit has been gener-

ated (lines 1ś2). For a candidate operation op on PE at a time

t (line 3, Section 3.2), we check if placing the operation on

PE at t does not cause any data hazards on the involved

ports (line 4, CanPlace()), then try to find suitable data val-

ues to satisfy the required inputs of the operation (line 4,

SearchRouteFromInputs(), Section 3.3). On success, the op-

eration op is placed on the PE and the data routes confirmed

(lines 5ś6). Otherwise, a nop is scheduled (line 8). Figure 5 il-

lustrates the placement of a one-cycle latency ADD operation

onto a PE at time t . The data flow graph of the ADD operation

spans two cycles representing the operation’s latency. Inputs

are routed backwards through the interconnection network

until suitable data providers have been found.

3.2 Operation Selection

Operations selection is done for one PE at a time. Several

constraints influence the selection of an operation. Hardware

constraints include (a) the PE must support the selected op-

eration and (b) the PE’s input operands at time t and the

output operands at time t + latency(op) must be available.

Additional constraints imposed by the verification engineer

such as restricting selection to a certain type of operations

or placement of a specific operation on a certain PE at a

given time further guide the process. Operation selection
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Figure 5. Placement of an operation and routing of its inputs.

has a large impact on test coverage of the interconnection

network. If, for example, only operations with two operands

are scheduled on a PE with three input operands, it is im-

possible to exercise the connections originating at the third

input operand. In order to achieve a high coverage in the

interconnection networks, the operation selection thus also

considers whether some of its input operands (including

paths originating at the input operands) have never been

exercised and, if so, gives higher priority to operations that

cover those input operands.

3.3 Routing Algorithm

Once an operation has been selected for a given PE, a routing

algorithm connects the required inputs of the operation to

existing data providers as follows. For a given input operand

at time t , the sink, the task of the routing algorithm is to

find a yet unoccupied path through the architecture’s inter-

connection network and hardware components leading to

a suitable data provider. Valid data providers must produce

the requested data type at a time t − δt for a route with a

latency of δt , i.e., the route only goes backwards in time.

Blindly following all possible connections leads to an expo-

nential fanout and unacceptable runtimes. In order to keep

the complexity low, we employ a priority queue and stop

the search after a pre-defined number of candidate providers

have been found. Ports form the nodes, connections between

the nodes represent edges. The search algorithm is guided

by a parameterizable priority functions which determine the

priority of each connection and hardware port. In order to

achieve a high coverage in the interconnection network, for

example, yet untested connections and hardware entities are

assigned a higher preference over already exercised ones.

Since routing resources are limited, it is possible that no

route to the output port of a PE or CU can be found. The

routing algorithm thus also considers data flowing through

nodes as part of a route as potential data sources.

Algorithm2 shows, in simplified form, the operation of

the SearchRouteFromInputs() function called on line 4 in

Algorithm 1. For all input operands of a given operation (line

1) the algorithm starts at the input port of the PE (line 3).

Algorithm 2 SearchRouteFromInputs(PE, op, t)

1: for all inputs in of op do

2: datatype = in.дet_datatype()

3: queue = {(in, t , 0)}

4: candidates = ∅

5: while (queue not empty) and

(|candidates | < threshold)

do

6: (port , time,weiдht) = queue .pop_head()

7: for all connections c out of port do

8: head = c .дet_head()

9: htime = time − c .latency()

10: if (head provides datatype at time htime) then

11: candidates .insert(head,htime,

weiдht + Priority(c))

12: else if (head free at time) then

13: weiдht+ = Priority(c) + Priority(head)

14: queue .insert(head,htime − head .latency(),

weiдht)

15: end if

16: end for

17: end while

18: if (candidates not empty) then

19: (port , time,weiдht) = candidates .pop_head()

20: ApplyRoute(in, t ,port , time)

21: else

22: UndoRoutinд()

23: return false

24: end if

25: end for

26: return true

The priority queue holding current route ends as well as

the candidate priority queue contain triples in the form of

(port , time,weiдht) where port denotes the hardware entity,

time the current time at this entity, andweiдht the accumu-

lated weight (priority) of this (partial) route. In each step,

the best candidate is extracted from the queue (line 6). For

all connections out of the candidate port (line 7) the algo-

rithm first checks if the port at the other end, the head , of

the connection can provide the requested data type (line

10). If yes, the algorithm has found a viable route to a data

provider and adds this route to the candidate list (line 11). If

the requested data type is not provided, we check if the head

is free (line 12) and, if yes, compute the priority of exercising

this connection and finally insert the connection point to the

priority queue (lines 13ś14). If suitable candidates have been

found (line 18), we pick the one with the highest priority

and apply the route from the operations input port to the

data provider (lines 19ś20). If no candidate provider has been

found, it is not possible to place the operation op at time t

on the given PE. In that case, already routed input operands

are undone and the function returns f alse (lines 22ś23).
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3.4 Data Type Tracking

A distinctive feature of the proposed RTPG is that the seman-

tics of operations need not be known. Operation selection

and routing are solely based on the syntax of an operation.

Part of an operation’s syntax is the specification of the data

types of its input and output operands as outlined in Section 2.

Every route of a value from a source to a sink is annotated

by a data type. The RTPG supports a total of six different

data types. Integer and float types denote integer and

floating point numbers of unknown values. Values of these

types are used as input operands for operations that have

no special constraints, such as an integer addition. Known

integer and known float types represent known integer

and floating point numbers. Whenever the result of a com-

putation must be predictable, values of these two types are

used. This is, for example, the case for values involved in

loop boundary checks. To support memory operations, a

memory base address type represents a pointer to a valid

memory region and its size. Together with a value of known

integer type, the RTPG can then generate valid memory

accesses that satisfy the constraints given by the operation’s

syntax definition. Since the value of a predicate in predicated

operations is not known, it is not possible to predict whether

a predicated operation will be executed and generate a valid

result or not. A sixth data type, unknown, is thus used for

nodes that represent outputs of predicated operations (see

next section). The routing algorithm never selects values of

type unknown as sources, ensuring adherence to the opera-

tions’ syntax in the generated test program.

3.5 Predicate Network Testing

The predicate network is independent from the data inter-

connection network and enables predicated execution. The

data scheduler used to find routes from PE’s input operands

to potential data providers (Algorithms 1 and 2) can be used

in unmodified form to perform predicate network testing

since the routing algorithm is already aware of the bit-width

of connections and can thus easily cope with the 1-bit predi-

cate network. For PEs with a routed predicate of unknown

value at test generation time (because the predicate is, for

example, generated by a comparison instruction) it is im-

possible to know whether the scheduled operation will be

executed at runtime or not. As a consequence it is unclear

whether the generated output value is valid or not. We assign

the unknown data types to such values which prevents the

scheduler from using the result as inputs to other PEs.

4 Verification Framework

This section describes the verification framework to verify

the architecture pre- and post-silicon. For pre-silicon verifi-

cation, observability of internal registers and states of the

architecture is provided by a Verilog-based simulator. For

post-silicon validation only data values in registers and mem-

ory are available without special provisions of the hardware.

random test program

cycle-accurate
functional

CGRA simulator

CGRA under test
(RTL / post-silicon)

verifier

data

memory

PE
(add,cust )

PE
(fcomp)

PE
(add,mul)

PE
(add,comp)

PE
(fadd,fmul)

PE
(fdiv)

PE
(mul,logic)

PE
(mul,mem)

PE
(add,mem)

PE
(mul,logic)

PE
(cust)

RF

CU

RF

PE
(add,cust)

RF

architecture model

test
template

scheduler

ADD (int:32) ← (int:32),(int:32)
1 cycle latency

src1: int:32

src2: int:32

dst: int:32

out1: int:32

in2: int:32
dst: int:32

time PE 1 PE 2 ... MUX 1 MUX 2 ... CU 1 CU 2 ...

0 ADD 0 2 - 17

1 SUB 3 0 -5 -

2

3 MUL 2

4 1

5 1 1 32

6 FDIV

7 0 0

8 MUL LD 2 2

9 ST

...

generated schedule

RTPG

CGRA
architecture
description

Figure 6. Operation of the verification framework.

During pre-silicon verification, we employ the RTL

checker of the testing framework as outlined in Cho [5].

The RTL checker is a modified RTL simulator that compares

the values in data ports with reference values obtained by a

cycle-accurate functional simulator. Values can be compared

after every n cycles, n ≥ 1. Greater values for n result in a

faster verification speed. If a fault is detected, the segment

between the last (correct) checkpoint and the one that failed

verification can be verified in one-cycle steps to locate the

exact position of the fault.

Unlike the RTPG, both the RTL model and the cycle-

accurate functional simulator need to be aware of instruc-

tions’ semantics. To allow rapid architecture exploration,

the framework allows a developer to extend an architec-

ture instance with custom instructions simply by providing

the instruction’s syntax and a C-code implementation. The

compiler does not select custom instructions automatically,

instead, they can be called from the application code like

normal functions. The toolchain automatically links the pro-

vided C-code segment to the various simulators which then

execute this code whenever the corresponding custom in-

struction is executed on a PE.

For post-silicon validation, the RTPG inserts special code

at the end of the actual random test to write-back the val-

ues of all registers back to memory. Even though the RTPG

guarantees that all computed values are either used as an

input in a successive instruction or written back to a register

or memory, in the absence of an instruction’s semantics we

cannot guarantee that a wrong value on one of the inputs of

an instruction will affect the computed value of the instruc-

tion. This is a limitation of the RTPG presented in this work

which can only be overcome if the RTPG framework is made

aware of the semantics of every operation.

Figure 6 shows the operation of the major components

in the verification framework. The CGRA instance under

test is given the architecture description files (Section 2.4),
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and a test template configures the generated test in terms of

the number of cycles to be generated, what hardware units

(PEs, RFs, CUs) to exercise and which operations to com-

pose the generated test program of. The RTPG first builds an

architecture model and then uses the adapted edge-centric

scheduler to generate the random test program in binary

form. The CGRA toolchain uses the same architecture de-

scription to automatically build the cycle-accurate functional

CGRA simulator. The RTL model of the architecture is also

generated automatically based on templates modules for the

specific hardware entities. For pre-silicon functional veri-

fication, the RTL model is run on an RTL simulator. The

automatically-built, cycle-accurate functional CGRA sim-

ulator runs in parallel with the RTL simulator. A verifier

controls the progress and step-size in both components and

compares the values of selected data ports such as register

files, PE input/output ports, latches in the interconnection

network, CUs, and so on. In post-silicon validation, random

test programs are used foremost to test the integrity of the

interconnection network. The functional simulator executes

the test program and stores the computed values in global

memory. The test program is run again on each manufac-

tured chip, and its output compared to the reference data.

5 Evaluation

The proposed RTPG is evaluated in terms of (1) the quality

of the generated test programs and (2) the fault detection

achieved when running the test programs on several in-

stances of the Samsung Reconfigurable Processor [34]. The

SUT is a CGRAwith 4x4 PEs, 6 RFs, 8 CUs and data/predicate

interconnection networks comprising over 5000 point-to-

point connections and 400 multiplexers. The PEs support a

total of 250 integer, floating point, and custom operations.

5.1 Test Program Generation

The time required to generate the random test programs

used in the tests below (1000 cycles each) is in the order of

a few seconds on a modern desktop computer (Intel Core

i7); test generation time is thus not an issue. During test

generation the routing algorithm allocates and deallocates

hundreds of thousands of small memory objects. A custom

allocator using a pool to store and reused freed objects may

speed up memory allocation performance, however, since

the overall test generation time is not a concern we have

chosen not to optimize memory allocation.

5.2 Test Program Coverage

The quality of random test programs is determined by the

coverage of a number of criteria. Our main focus here lies

on coverage in the data and predicate interconnection net-

work as this criteria is unique to CGRAs. Coverage for the

interconnection network is defined as the ratio of exercised

connections over the total number of connections. It is safe

to assume that each input port of a multiplexer has an in-

coming connection; the interconnection network coverage

thus also includes coverage of the different input ports of

the routing elements of the network. We compute separate

coverage ratios for the data and the predicate network. Cov-

erage for register files is defined as the number of registers

read from or written to over the total number of registers.

We compute separate values for read coverage and write cov-

erage. Operation coverage, typically the main goal of RTPGs

in related work, is the ratio of executed distinct operations

over the total number of supported operations.

Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of a prioritized routing

algorithmwhen generating test programs for CGRAs by com-

paring operation, register file and interconnection network

coverage for purely random test programs (left-hand side)

with a test program for which priority is given to unexercised

connections in the interconnection network (right-hand side

of the figure). With pure random selection, only RF read

coverage achieves 100% within the first 1000 cycles. Without

prioritizing yet-untested connections and hardware com-

ponents, the routing algorithm selects the closest (both in

space and time) data sources leading to short but frequently

exercised routes. In the right-hand side figures, unexercised

routes are given priority over exercised ones. Looking at

subfigures (c) and (d), we observe that full coverage in the

interconnection networks is reached within less that 250

test cycles. Giving preference to unexercised connections

has also a strong effect on register file coverage which is to

be expected since register files are modeled using latches

and connections. CU coverage (not shown) achieves 100%

after less than 50 cycles. Operation coverage improves as a

side-effect since the operation generator gives preference to

operations that allow testing of yet unexercised connections.

5.3 Fault Detection

To put the RTPG to a practical test, the test programs were

executed on the RTL implementation of an actual SRP pro-

cessor. The verification framework executes the binary test

program simultaneously on an RTL simulator and a cycle-

accurate functional CGRA simulator. For the test, all values

on every data/predicate port and in registers in the system

under test are compared with the values in the simulator.

A total of 1000 distinct faulty Verilog implementations

of the CGRA were generated. The randomly generated and

inserted faults cover all aspects of signal routing such as

routing of data and predicate values in the interconnection

networks, input selection bits for the multiplexers and op-

eration selection on the PEs. Into each of the faulty archi-

tectures, the fault generator inserted at least one and up

to eight random faults from one of the following classes:

selection errors in the multiplexers, missing write-enable

signals, wrong register address decoding, faulty registers in

the RFs, stuck-at-0/1 errors, and floating connection errors

where the entire or a certain number of bits of a physical
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Figure 7. Coverage of random vs. guided testing.

connection remain undefined. On average, each of the 1000

test architectures contains three faults.

Running the pre-silicon verification tests with a 1000-cycle

long test program resulted in a 100% fault detection rate. To

our surprise the proposed RTPG also discovered two yet un-

known errors in the original (and assumed-to-be error-free)

implementation of the CGRA. Both faults were caused by

copy-pasting code and resulted in wrongly wired connec-

tions where one end of the connection was connected to the

wrong input of a multiplexer.

5.4 Stuck-at Fault Testing

An important use case of the RTPG is post-silicon chip vali-

dation. As part of this validation, stuck-at fault testing aims

at detecting signals and pins that are stuck at 0 or 1. The

interconnection networks are tested by flooding them with 0

and 1 values, respectively. A verification engineer generates

such tests by initializing registers and memories with 0/1

and defining an operation generator that only emits move

operations. Similar tests can be applied to on-chip memories,

initializing them by only 0s or only 1s, then reading back

each value. Such a test, however, can be executed in VLIW

mode of the SRP and is thus not in the scope of this work.

5.5 Discussion

The experiments confirm that the proposed RTPG for CGRA

is versatile and is able to produce test programs that achieve

full coveragewithing a few hundred cycles and are thus excel-

lent candidates for pre-silicon verification where simulation

speed may be an issue. The fact that the proposed RTPG can

generate valid test programs without any knowledge about

the operations’ semantics allows the RTPG to seamlessly

support custom ISA extensions. While this is an important

feature for a reconfigurable processor it also comes with

a disadvantage: without knowing the semantics the RTPG

cannot pre-compute the expected result of a sequence of

operations. In pre-silicon verification where observability

is no problem this poses no difficulty. For post-silicon vali-

dation with its limited observability the RTPG ensures that

all computed values are either written back to memory or

used as input operands in successive operations. These val-

ues can then be compared against a set of reference values;

however, there is no guarantee that an invalid input operand

also produces an invalid output value. This not a problem in

our post-silicon validation process because the functionality

of PEs is tested separately, but it may be a limiting factor if

the test programs generated by the proposed RTPG are the

sole post-silicon validation step.
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6 Related Work

Motivated by the significant financial and time-wise over-

head of verification, both academia and industry have pro-

posed a large number of verification methods over the past

few decades. Many different methods from low-level formal

verification to instruction-level functional verification and

from pre-silicon verification to post-silicon validation have

been proposed.

For pre-silicon verification, (random) test programs

and formal verification are the two prevalent methods.

Approaches for instruction-level functional verification are

mainly concerned with the generation of directed and/or

(pseudo-) random test programs. The methods for automatic

test program generation include simple random instruction

selection, finite state machines (FSM), linear programming,

boolean satisfiability problems (SAT), constraint satisfaction

problems (CSP), or graph-based test program generation.

Bin [4] and Adir [1] model the test program generation

problem as a CSP. Their framework, Genesys-Pro, combines

architecture-specific knowledge and testing knowledge and

uses a CSP solver to generate efficient test programs. The

test template language of Genesys-Pro is quite complex

and allows, for example, biased result constraints. Fine [9]

uses machine learning techniques to improve the initial

stimuli for CSP-based RTPGs. Qin [28] combines the

CSP solver and simulation techniques to analyze the real

hardware design,this enable to support dynamic array

references. Corno [7] and Mishra [23, 24] use graph-based

algorithms to generate test programs. While Corno uses a

predefined library of instructions, Mishra’s work extracts

the structure of the the pipelined processor directly from

the architecture description language. This model is then

fed to a symbolic model verifier. Di Guglielmo [11] proposes

a pseudo-deterministic automatic test pattern generator

based on extended FSMs. The test vectors are generated

using a constraint or SAT solver. Koo [15] also uses an

FSM combined with reduction techniques to achieve

high coverage with a small number of directed tests. In

Sanches’ work [33], an automatic feedback-based approach

that generates assembly instruction sequences for timing

verification or speed binning is presented. Their approach

is fully automatic and does not require any information

about the processor’s microarchitecture. The recent work

of Foutris [10] analyzes the four major ISAs (ARM, MIPS,

PowerPC, and x86) and finds that three quarters of the

instructions can be replaced with equivalent instructions.

Based on this analysis, random tests are executed that

detect bugs by comparing results of equivalent instructions.

Filho [8], Kamkin [12], and Rullmann [32] all propose

augmented architecture description languages (ADL) to

specify reconfigurable designs, however, neither work can

be adapted to CGRAs with reconfigurable interconnection

networks. Velev’s work [35] is the first to propose a formal

verification framework for CGRAs. Functional units and

memories are abstracted while the control of the CGRA

is modeled. The framework is applied to the ADRES

architecture [20]. In contrast to our work, their method

formally verifies parts of the chip but cannot be applied to

test the final product, i.e., the chip itself.

In post-silicon validation, the correct operation of a proces-

sor architecture is tested by executing sequences of instruc-

tions and validating the results. These tests often produce

a large amount of data which limits the speed and/or the

scope of the tests. Ko [14] and Liu [19] tackle this problem

by storing only a small set of trace signals that represent a

larger number of states. Adir [3] propose to execute the post-

silicon test program on a pre-silicon validator to obtain exact

coverage measurements for later comparison. Ray [31] and

Adir [2] combine pre-silicon and post-silicon verification.

The former work partitions pre-silicon checkers with full

observability into limited-observability checkers with the

same accuracy for post-silicon validation. The latter extends

coverage-driven verification methodology to the post-silicon

verification domain by using test-generation languages and

coverage models.

While reconfigurability is a goal in many of the of pre-

vious works, none of the presented approaches tackles the

problem of routing data values in an irregular interconnec-

tion network as found in CGRAs. Unaware of instructions’

semantics it is impossible to pre-compute the correct result.

Instead, testing is performed by comparing the results of the

SUT to a reference implementation. In contrast to [3], the

proposed RTPG operates on a detailed model of the architec-

ture and can thus compute the exact coverage metrics during

test generation. The work presented here aims at achieving

maximal coverage in the interconnection network; existing

techniques that improve other metrics can be integrated as

needed.

7 Conclusion

This paper discusses the design and implementation of an

RTPG for modulo-scheduled CGRAs. To support the recon-

figurable nature of CGRAs, a graph representation is built

directly from the architecture description. Seamless support

for custom ISA extensions is achieved by requiring only the

syntax of operations but not their semantics to be known.

The RTPG is able to correctly schedule operations by track-

ing the types of the data values.

Experimental results show that the test programs achieve

maximal coverage within a few hundred cycles. Applied to

the Samsung Reconfigurable Processor, a commercial CGRA

shipped in the millions in smartphones and smart TVs, the

test programs correctly classified 100% of the tested archi-

tectures and even exposed several to-date unknown bugs in

the architecture.
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A Artifact Description

A.1 Abstract

The RTPG framework described in this paper can be used

for pre-silicon verification/post-silicon validation of a re-

configurable CGRA processor, the Samsung Reconfigurable

Processor. The framework is integrated in the proprietary

SRP development toolchain. The toolchain and the actual

SRP architecture are not publicly available; it is thus not

possible to run the framework on an actual SRP instance.

Nevertheless, this AE package provides the tools to allow

verification of the key contribution of this paper, namely

the generation of test programs and the computation of the

different coverage metrics.

The AE package contains an SRP architecture instance

defined as outlined in Section 2.4, the source code of the

test program generation as described in Section 3, the SRP

SDK including the RTPG in binary form, and the test pro-

gram configuration required to reproduce the results given

in Section 5.2 and Figure 7.

All of the above is provided in a VirtualBox image. By

following the instruction contained in the AE package itself,

interested readers are able to examine the source code of

presented CGRA routing algorithms, reproduce the coverage

results given in the paper, or generate different test programs.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

• Algorithm: all algorithms outlined in the paper are

provided. This includes, in particular, the algorithm

for coverage-aware routing in a modulo scheduler.

• Program: algorithms are implemented in C++, scripts

to generate the test programs and evaluate the cover-

age thereof are provided as Bash/Python scripts.

• Compilation: automatic.

• Data set: the included data comprises a textual de-

scription of the SRP architecture and the configura-

tions for the RTPG in C++..

• Hardware: the high-level definition of an SRP archi-

tecture instance is included.

• Execution: by following the README.html and exe-

cuting the scripts provided in the AE package. Execu-

tion of the scripts can take 1-2 hours to completion.

• Output: recreates results of Section 5.2 and Figure 7.

Coverage data of the individual and averaged over 20

runs is extracted and output in CSV format.

• Experiments: Download the VirtualBox AEmachine,

run experiments in VM, compare results.

• Workflow frameworks used?: VirtualBox

• Publicly available?: yes, upon request. Contact bern-

hard@csap.snu.ac.kr.

• Artifacts publicly available?: no

• Artifacts functional?: partially

• Artifacts reusable?: yes

• Results validated?: yes

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How Delivered

The artifact is provided in form of a VirtualBox VM image

that includes all the necessary software to recreate the cov-

erage results. Users interested in obtaining access to the

artifact contact bernhard@csap.snu.ac.kr.

A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies

There are no particular dependencies to generate and eval-

uation test programs. Access to the commercial SRP archi-

tecture, required to run the fault detection test described in

Section 5.3, is only possible with an NDA.

A.3.3 Software Dependencies

There are no particular software dependencies. The RTPG

is implemented in C++, and the driver scripts are Bash or

Python scripts. A binary version of the SRP SDK is provided

in the AE package.

A.3.4 Data sets

All datasets necessary to re-create the experiments and re-

produce the results are included. Detailed information about

the format of the input/output data and the generated results

is provided in the documentation in the AE package.

A.4 Installation

The provided AE package first needs to be imported into Vir-

tualBox (https://www.virtualbox.org/). The virtual machine

contains all the necessary software and tools as described

above, no further installation steps are necessary.

A.5 Experiment Workflow

The AE package includes a series of shell scripts to perform

and recreate the experiments described in the paper.

• Obtain a link to the AE VM image (contact bern-

hard@csap.snu.ac.kr).

• Download and import the VM image into VirtualBox.

• Start the VM, you are automatically logged in. The

Desktop contains a copy of the paper (this file), and a

README.html. Open and follow the instructions in the

README.html file.

• The results are generated in separate subdirectories for

the different techniques. Detailed explanations regard-

ing the format of the generated results are provided

inside the AE VM.

A.6 Evaluation and Expected Result

The generated results allow evaluation of the coverage of

the presented method, in particular Section 5.2 and Figure 7.

A.7 Experiment customization

Detailed information on how to customize the experiments

are provided by the RTPG manual available in the AE VM.
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